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Debbie: I just want to say welcome everyone to the Inner Circle. I think today is going to be a lot of Pete and
Taylor making sure that you guys can access some of your great resources and get on board. And I just want to be
sure you all know too that you are welcome to email Pete and I your marketing question, or really any question you
have about implementing your benefits through the Inner Circle.
I think you all have my email, but I’ll just give it to you again. Actually I’m going to give you the Excelleum one in
case I’m traveling so Taylor can find it – debbie@excelleum.com. And then Pete’s email is
petemitchellCEO@gmail.com. So if you ever have a question you want to be certain is addressed, you can send it to
us. And then if you miss the Friday – the first and third Friday calls – Pete will answer it for you, I’ll answer it for
you, and then you’ll be able to access that on the Inner Circle. So I know it’s a little bit noisy, but Taylor, Pete’s
getting back on to take care of that, right?
Pete: I am on, I’m back on.
Debbie: Okay, Pete. So Pete, I know you and Taylor had a lot to cover with everyone today, so just wanted to
welcome them and then I’m going to let you two basically get this party started.
Pete: Great.
Debbie: So feel free to mute me if you need to, Pete.
Pete: I was just going to say, Taylor, why don’t we go ahead and mute the line just so we can have a good, clean
recording?
Taylor: Okay, I’ll do that right now. Alright, so everyone’s muted. If you would need to unmute yourself to ask a
question, you can do that by pressing *6.
Pete: And we do have a full line today, which is awesome. That’s really exciting. We’ve got quite a bit of stuff that
we want to go through, and what I’m going to do here in this first part of the call – we are going to open it up for
questions here in just a few minutes. I do have a stack of questions that were emailed in this week that I’ll go over
before we open it up. But what I want to walk you through is on the Inner Circle…
Debbie: Hey, Pete. Just real quick – Taylor, if you’ll hit *8, it will eliminate those chimes. So we should always do
that every week because I don’t want Pete to be annoyed with those chimes coming in. Okay, sorry about that.
Pete: No problem. Perfect, thank you. For me it’s a new conference call line. I tell you, every one of them seems
to have different numbers that you hit and all that stuff. So, I’m grateful that you guys have that system down. So
here’s what we’re going to go over today, guys. This is some really, really exciting stuff. If you haven’t logged into
the Inner Circle area of Elite Agents Online, you’ll definitely want to make sure that you do that. Now, if you have
logged into it earlier this week, we did move…
On the main navigation menu the Inner Circle dropdown was over on the right side. We moved it over to the left,
and the reason is because we’ve added some things and I was noticing that part of it was being cut off, depending on
the size of your monitor, and I didn’t want to confuse people. So you’ll just see the Inner Circle, it’s the first main
navigation menu bar right there at the top on the left side of the screen.
And you can simply log into EliteAgentsOnline.com, should have your user name and password. If you have any
problem ever logging in, feel free to give us a call at the office. We know how to check the system to see what’s
going on, see if there’s an issue. A lot of times it’s because people change their passwords and they can’t remember
what they changed it to. We can get that fixed for you and get you back in.
There is a Dashboard that’s set aside specifically for the Inner Circle, and Debbie has put together a great video on
there that you can check out. It kind of walks you through some of the benefits. And then right underneath that,
we’ve got three columns, and I just want to walk everyone through what those three columns are, what’s on there.
And the first one you’re going to see is called the Instant Client Goldmine Strategy.
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So, if you were at the live event, we kind of went over this in more detail than we did on the live stream. So if you
joined us because you were on the live stream, we didn’t go over this one as in depth. You’ll definitely want to
check out what we’ve got here, because if I were in your shoes this is the first thing I would want to implement,
because it is going to help you get in front of potential clients today. And that’s what you want – it’s, how do I get
in front of a new client today? How do I get a new listing? If you work with buyers – how do I get a new buyer?
How do I get this to happen today? That’s what that Instant Client Goldmine Strategy is.
So what we’ve done is, we’ve broken this out into basically a 4-week process of what you’re going to do. If you’re
thinking to yourself…
I’ve got this database here – it’s clients, past clients, friends, family, people who I’ve met, but I haven’t
really been talking to them lately. I’m going to feel kind of weird and odd about approaching them when I
haven’t been reaching out to them.
What we’ve done is we’ve put what I call the “Pink Elephant Letter”. So this is if you have not been
communicating regularly with your database. You want to send them the Pink Elephant Letter. It’s called the Pink
Elephant Letter because there’s this big pink elephant in the middle of the room and we need to address that. And
that pink elephant is the fact that I haven’t really been talking to you about what I do, I haven’t really been staying in
communication with you, but now all of a sudden I want to get some business from you. And so, we’ve got to deal
with that, we’ve got to address it.
And so we’ve got two sample letters up there – one, if your list is primarily for sellers; one, if your list is primarily
for buyers. Really the main difference is the PS at the end of the letter. What we’re going to do with these letters is
just basically address that issue, address that pink elephant in the middle of the room. We’re going to say…
We were looking at our business and we realized the biggest and most important asset we’ve got in our
business is our relationship with our friends and our clients like you. And if I’m going to be honest with
myself, I haven’t been treating our relationship the way that I should. But I want you to know, I want you
to take this letter as proof that I’m going to put our relationship back on track where it should be, and that is
the most important thing here in my business. So I’m going to be reaching out to you via newsletters, via
emails, phone calls, and I want you to know that’s because I value you as a person, as a client, as someone
who I know and respect.
Because that’s what those Pink Elephant Letters do – it just takes care of that pink elephant in the middle of the
room. Now, if you’re sitting there looking at that going…
You know what, Pete? I already talk to my database. I call them every quarter, I’m sending them emails,
I’m sending them text messages. I’m already working with my database.
Hey, skip Week 1; go right to Week 2. So in Week 2 we’ve got what we call the “9-word email”. The 9-word email
– literally you can click the link and it gives you the text, gives you the subject line, which is going to be their name.
And in the body that you’re going to put your email and basically what you’re going to say is…
Are you still interested in selling your “blank” home? Are you still interested in selling your Lakewood
home? Are you still interested in selling your Rossmoor home?
Or if you’re dealing with buyers, of course change that up…
Are you still interested in buying a Lakewood home? Are you still interested in buying a Rossmoor home?
And what’s going to happen is, that simple little email, because it’s so short, it demands a reply. And people are
going to look at that and go…
Okay, Pete sent this directly to me; I need to actually respond to this.
Debbie: Hey Pete, can I ask a question? So I know that some of them have their Zillow leads, or they’ll have their
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database. So, hopefully they will ultimately separate or may have them separated into different groups. But I don’t
think they probably have them separated down to such a fine point of, they’re in Lakewood or they’re in Rossmoor.
And if they wanted to do it as a group email or later you should talk about group text, is it as effective if you don’t
have the city mentioned, for example?
Pete: Work with what you have. So if you don’t have the city… And a key aspect of this is going to be the subject
line is their name. And I don’t want you to do a giant blind CC to 100 different people, because then that tells
people, “Generic email, wasn’t sent to me directly. I can ignore it.” So we need to be sending this to each person
individually. So if you’ve got a list of 100 leads you bought off of Zillow – it’s going to take you a little bit of time.
Maybe you’re going to have your system do it, whatever. But work with what you’ve got. So if you don’t have the
city, leave the city out…
Are you still interested in buying a home in Orange County?
You can make it even a little bit more generic; it could be a bigger area…
Are you still interested in selling your Southern California home?
Debbie: I have a thought, Pete, on that too. Some of them they may not be separated by even buyer and seller,
right? So, could we do something more generic, like…
Are you still interested in buying or selling real estate this year? Are you interested in an annual real estate
update?
Because what stresses them is, “Oh my gosh, I don’t have it broken into groups like that, so I can’t use this idea.”
Pete: Well, the key thing, like I said, is to work with what you’ve got. Now, the more specific we can get, the better
results we’re going to get. But if we can’t be that specific, work with what we’ve got. It could be buyers and
sellers, then, “Are you still interested in…” And I wouldn’t necessarily do a review for this; I would do, “Are you
still interested in either buying?”, or I might do what we did with some of the other messages that you’ll see in Week
4, the sly broadcast, and say…
Hey, we found this great investment property for a first-time home in, whatever city. Would you or
someone you know be interested in this?
So maybe then we want to lead with a special property we’ve got. If you’ve got a lot of luxury properties…
Hey, a new property just came on the market in Beverly Hills. Would you or someone you know be
interested in a 5-bedroom, 3-bath, whatever?
Does that make sense what I’m saying?
Debbie: It does. I think that the main thing would be that if they would start today – use what they’ve got, work
with what they’ve got now, but then start today just having their different groups. So now as I meet a new prospect,
I’m starting to build a new group, where now it’s buyer, now it’s seller, now it’s past client, now it’s Zillow lead.
But just having their separate little campaigns. And then as they’re talking to people and following up out of the old
group, they could just gradually be moving them over or have an admin or intern sort through it. But get something
out and then start forward just doing a better job with separating out your groups.
Pete: That’s a great idea. I love that idea, absolutely. So then that’s what we’re going to do in that week. And so,
again too, keep in mind that like Debbie was saying, let’s say you don’t remember which group everyone should be
in, are they buyers, are they sellers, what area they’re in – it’s okay if you just do this a few emails at a time too. If
you’re like…
I remember this person. They were thinking about selling their home.
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It’s okay to do it a few people at a time. You don’t need to look at your whole database and go…
Wow, I’ve got 300 people here. I don’t even know where to start.
You could just break that down and just start looking through your list. Each day look at 10 of them.
Debbie: And one of the things, Pete, that we ask everyone to do is, we call it the “5555”. So five calls or face-toface a day where they connect and speak to people, five emails, five texts, and ultimately five handwritten notes. So
if they did five emails a day or five texts a day, using this idea, the crazy thing about it is, boy, that really
accumulates over the course of the year.
Pete: Yup, that’s it. That’s it exactly. So yeah, even if you were doing it just like that, just looking at five of them,
take five of that list. And again, that should take a lot of that pressure off of, “I’ve got 300 people. What do I do?”
Just look at five of them today, and tomorrow we’ll look at another five, and then the next day we’ll look at another
five. And just keep moving through the list like that. So that’s that week. So if you need to send out Pink Elephant
Letters this next week – great, send those out. The next week send the email.
Then the next week after that we want to do our text message. And again, even though it says “9-word text
message”, it’s not exactly 9 words. It’s all based off of what’s called a “formula” of the 9-word email. But what
you can do with that is basically now we’ve hit everyone with the email, the next week we’re going to hit them with
the text. So let’s say you sent out 20 emails. The next week everyone who doesn’t reply to your email, you’re
going to send them the text version. And you can click on that link and get the text version of the 9-word email, and
of course, you might have to adjust it accordingly.
And then the week after that, everyone who doesn’t reply to either the text or the email, that’s when we’re going to
sly broadcast them. That’s putting that voicemail directly on their cell phone and leaving them a message, and of
course we’ve got the script there for that. And of course the natural question that we get is…
Okay, I got the text, I got the sly broadcast. How do I send them out?
That’s why we give you SMS Conversations. So, there is a link right there on the Dashboard page how you can
enroll for SMS Conversations. That’s the program that I had built out, I use it for my business, Debbie uses it for
hers, and we’re giving you guys access to it. The great thing about SMSConversations.com is that there is a support
page – it’s called Support.SMSConversations.com – that’s the actual link to the whole thing, and we’ve got videos
on how to do every little thing.
So, technology is always one of those things that we look at and go, “Man, I’m not really a tech person and I’ve got
to get this thing set up.” Once you’ve got it set up, you’re going to be smooth sailing from there on out. So we do
have that support there, we’ve got videos walking you through every little step to set that up, we’ve got written
tutorials if you’d rather read the step-by-step. And if you still can’t make it happen, give us a call. We’re going to
get you hooked up, we’re going to make sure that the system is working for you. We had someone call yesterday –
a great gal, real estate agent. She was like…
Man, I’ve got to get this thing going. I’m having a problem.
I was able to look at her account, I’m like…
I can see what you did wrong here. Let me fix this for you.
We fixed it – boom! Her system’s up and running. We want to help you get that thing up and running because that
is going to start making your money. That’s going to get you to the table, that’s going to get you those listings. So,
we want you to start using that stuff so you can start generating the listings that you need to generate. Does that
make sense, Debbie, or do you think I need to go…
Debbie: No, that makes sense. I think the thing too that I want to make sure everyone knows is you can always call
in to the office during the week. Samantha is our customer relations support person, she’s fabulous. If you say,
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“Hey, I forgot how to log in”, “I don’t know where Inner Circle is” or, “Hey, how do I get the recordings?”
Everything is going to be stored there, including the recording from today’s call. But Samantha will get on her
computer with you and she’ll help you find what you need. And then obviously just send an email to Pete and he
can have Samantha give you a call, or he can help you.
And I guess a great way to split this up would be to say, if your question is about implementing it in front of a buyer
or a seller, or a script – feel free to email me. If your question is very technical, tech support, marketing – email
Pete, because he’s the guru. He’s my guru and that’s why I’m paying him to be here with you guys, because quite
frankly if you’re hiring Pete on your own, it would cost you a lot more money than you’d probably want to spend.
So, please take advantage of these opportunities. Today we just want to get you really ramped up, but in the future
it’s fine, it’s a free-for-all. Any marketing question you want to ask, any tool, any technology you’re looking at.
And if Pete’s not familiar with it, he’ll check it out and then he’ll let you know on the next call what he thinks about
it, what’s the good, bad and the ugly.
Because what we also want to do in addition to helping you guys make more money, we want to save you money,
because real estate agents invest in a lot of stuff that is quite frankly rather useless or expensive, and doesn’t really
provide anything that it’s promised. So, we don’t take money from any vendors, we don’t take kickbacks or
anything. I will not do that. We only will research it for you and tell you, “Hey, this looks good, this looks bad”,
and maybe help you guys make some decisions on some of that stuff.
Pete: Yeah, yeah. And I’m going to go over one other thing here, guys, because I want you to understand that this is
available to you, but I realize we’ve already hit you with a lot of stuff, just talking about the Instant Client Goldmine
Strategy, which sounds simple. And then we start looking at it, we’ve got a ton of these moving parts to it. But it’s
one of those things that is so powerful in your business, that’s why we hit on it. I want that to be the main thing that
you focus on. But we’ve also got some people on this call who are like…
Pete, I already got it. I’m off to the races, I’m implementing this stuff. What’s the next step?
So you might remember that what we promised you is one, we’ve put together a marketing calendar. So that’s what
the third column that you’re going to see there on the Dashboard – the marketing calendar. We’ve got a great little
Excel spreadsheet of when each thing should be implemented, even the Instant Client Goldmine Strategy, through
weekly emails, etcetera.
And so what you’re going to notice is, under the Inner Circle dropdown menu there is a link that says “Current
Marketing Pieces”. And when you hover over that, the first thing you’re going to see is “weekly emails”. So one of
the things we promised you is we’re going to give you all of the marketing pieces that you need for your business.
So every week we’re giving you weekly emails. And what we’re going to do is each Friday we’re going to give you
another email that you can send out the following week.
So the first one that you’re going to see on there is meant to go out sometime next week. You can schedule it out
whenever you would normally be sending out your email updates, whether that’s on Monday or Friday, or whatever
day it is that you want to do. Personally I would do probably Tuesday or Wednesday or Thursday. Mondays are
heavily email days, because it’s the first day back from the weekend. People are also packed with all the other
emails that they get. So I like to personally wait a little bit longer in the week; Tuesday would be the earliest for
email. Friday is for me a great day to email, because it’s usually the end of the week, people are already tired from
all of the work-related stuff. Our emails are a little bit more fun. If they are thinking this week they’re going to go
check out some open houses, it’s the perfect time to be hitting them up.
And incidentally, just so you know, for those of you who have gone through my other training, this is kind of the
exact opposite of mail. When I do direct mail, I direct mail so that my mail lands on Monday. When I do email –
these types of emails – I like to land on Thursday or Friday, later in the week. The later the better. It’s just the exact
opposite. But we’re going to give those to you every week; next week’s is already up there.
And then of course we also talked about lead generation post cards. So what we’ve done – Debbie’s gone through
and created three great training videos. We’ve got lead generation post cards. If your market is first-time
homebuyers – we’ve got that, if your market is downsizers – we’ve got a lead generation system for that, and if your
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market are move-up buyers – we’ve got a system for that. So each month we’re going to give you the new post card
that you can give over to your printer.
You’re going to have to personalize it, obviously – put your license number on it, any disclosures that are required
in your state or your broker requires, your phone numbers, your landing page addresses, all of that stuff you’re going
to have to put that on. But we’ve given all of that to you, so you’re going to be able to have your lead generation
post card. And then in our 12-month calendar we tell you…
This week, get your lead generation post card to the printer. And then this week, send out that lead
generation post card.
So, all of that stuff is right on there; you’ll definitely want to check it out. Now again, what we’re doing is we’re
going to be talking to them about the conversation in their mind. And so Debbie has put together these great
consumer guides, and we’re going to use that as our lead bait to get people into our sales funnel. So we give you the
guides, the lead generation post card. In fact I’m going to click here on one of these pages here. There’s the
training video that Debbie’s done – it’s right there at the top, the lead generation post card – we’ve given you several
different editable formats, we tell you how you can edit those.
We give you the guide itself in Microsoft Word format, so that way there are places in there that you’re going to
want to put your name in and your phone number and your license number, things like that. So that’s why we give
you it in Microsoft Word. Pretty much everybody’s got Word, so you can edit it. We just show you what a PDF
version of it is supposed to look like when it’s completed. And then we’ve also given you alternate covers.
And so, this is kind of key – we talked about this I believe at the live stream and the live event. And that is, let’s
say, Debbie, my market is Caucasians. If I were to offer them a guide with Asians on the cover, it’s not going to
resonate with them. And vice versa – if my market is Chinese and I’m offering them a guide with a cover with a
white couple on it, it’s not going to resonate with them. So, you want to think about your market and which cover
you should be using. And we’ve only got a couple of different covers up here. If you market is Pakistani, I need to
tell you right now I don’t have a Pakistani cover up here. If you help me by telling me…
Hey, I found this great picture. Can you put this picture on it?
We’ll be happy to do it. We’ll be happy to update it for your ethnic group that you market to. And I’m just going to
be totally upfront – when it comes to certain Asian groups, I’m not the best person who can tell the difference
between Korean and Chinese and Vietnamese. I’m not the best person for that when it comes to pictures. I need
your help. So if you help us out and say…
Pete, you do have this great couple over here but it’s not going to be right for my market. This would be a
better couple or a picture to use.
We’ll be happy to update that cover for you and we’ll put it up here on the website so that way everyone can benefit
from that as well. And then right underneath that we’ve got landing pages, and we’ve got a sample landing page.
And if you’re sitting there thinking a landing page sounds like something techy, look – if you don’t know how to do
the landing page and how to get that all set up, there is a great line on here that says if you don’t have a
Leadpages.net account – which is who we use primarily for the landing pages – and would like us to set up your
landing page for you, request your landing page here. How beautiful is that?
Debbie, all they’ve got to do is click that, it asks for some basic information like do you have the domain name
already bought, do we need to go buy it? If we need to go buy it you’ve just got to pay the $15 that GoDaddy
charges. And we will set up your landing page for you. Don’t let the tech side scare you; we will do it. So we want
to make this as easy as possible for you to take this stuff, implement it and start getting business. So, I know that’s
kind of a lot that I’ve gone over. Debbie, do you have any questions or anything that you’d like me to cover on that?
Debbie: No. I think again, just to reinforce – it’s not going to go away; it’s going to be there for you. If you’re just
slammed with business this week and you can’t get to it until next week – that’s okay. And for many of you if you
have high school kids at home, college students, have a friend that’s a college student – they can sit down with this
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stuff and just whip it into shape. I used to say to the girls, “You’re so good on computers”, and they go, “No Mom,
you’re just bad.” At that point Taylor launched Infusionsoft and all the campaigns with your guidance and some
training while she was in college. So don’t underestimate, guys, that really, minimum wage college intern could
come in and sit by your side and just do it, do it, do it, do it. And it costs you very little money, if you do need some
extra help. So we’ve tried to take it as far for you as we can.
And I always used to tell the girls when they would travel in the airports…
Just read the signs because not everyone is as smart as you. And if you read the signs, you’ll be fine.
And I’d say that to you guys: You are a super smart group, and even if technology isn’t your best thing, Pete has
made it so easy to follow the video, to follow the instructions, you probably won’t need any help. But I would
suggest that you time-block a quiet time – a Saturday morning or maybe Friday afternoon. You get all your work
done and you lock the door of your office and you just take one or two hours. Not get in there in the middle of your
gay and then put it down and then get back in. That would just make you crazy because you can’t focus. Timeblock an hour a week and do one piece.
And here’s our goal – everything you do will have a campaign that involves you – your calls, your outreaches, your
mailing, your e-blast, your texting, your sly broadcast, targeted Facebook ads. Think about it – your past clients are
not going to know what hit them. They can run but they cannot hide, because you are dropping on them like a net,
which we need to do, considering client loyalty is down by 50%, and you guys all know that’s true. Tay, did you
have something to add?
Taylor: No.
Debbie: Okay. Alright, Pete, back to you.
Pete: Debbie, how much time do we have you for?
Debbie: You know what? I’m actually okay today. Usually I’ll only be on for a half an hour, but now I’m good.
Pete: Okay. I was just going to make sure that if people had questions specifically for you, I wanted to make sure
we opened up the opportunity for them to ask those of you. So, what’s going to be the best way if they’ve got a
question for them to ask it? Is it just unmuting their own line? Is that the best way that we do it?
Debbie: Yeah, probably. I think so, guys. And if we unmute all of you, I know some of you have emailed in that
you’re on the road, we’ll pick up your background noise. So if you hit *6 because you want to speak – that will
unmute you. And then if you would do us a favor, once you’re done getting your question answered, just go ahead
and *6 yourself again, and that’s going to mute you back. So *6 unmutes, *6 puts you back on mute. So if anyone
wants to ask me a question, in case I have to run, Pete’s going to stay on with you for the technical questions. But
feel free – go ahead and do the *6 and we’ll let you ask your question. And then Pete, if they don’t have any for me,
I feel like they may have a lot for you. So then I’ll just get out of the way and let you go to town.
Pete: Okay.
Nancy: Hi Pete, it’s Nancy. Can you hear me?
Debbie: I can hear you.
Nancy: Okay. I’ve got two questions. I’ve got a lot of leads whereby people have requested home valuations
through Facebook ads and the likes of that. And I was wondering what would be the best email for me to send to
them.
Pete: How old are those leads?
Nancy: They’re not very old; they’re just a month or two.
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Pete: Okay, so first thing I would do if you haven’t talked to them in a few weeks, I would go right back to that
Instant Client Goldmine Strategy, and I would reach out to them with a simple 9-word email…
Are you still interested in “blank”? Are you still interested in selling your home? Are you still interested
in finding out an updated value to your home?
Because you’re basically trying to rekindle the conversation. You’re trying to see where they’re at, what are they
thinking, what do they want to do next. And so that’s what I would approach them with. And the key is, the reason
why we say “Are you still…” is that implies we’ve had a conversation before, therefore I’m trying to just check up
on you. I’m trying to see where you’re at. And that’s what causes them to want to reply. That’s why I like to say
“Are you still interested in finding out a current updated home value price of your home?” And let’s see if we can
rekindle that conversation.
Debbie: So Pete, what do you think too – and you may think this will get them to respond, which is why I ask you –
because I always have the real estate agent opinion and then you tell me the marketing opinion. So, would it be
appropriate to say something like…
I know you reached out for a valuation. It is not likely accurate because your home is unique. Would you
like a custom evaluation?
Or something about customizing the evaluation, or are they just going to go, “Blah, blah, blah” and move on?
Pete: It’s a matter of timing on that. So, what you’re talking about is exactly what I would do when they’re first
asking for a home valuation. Let’s say they responded to a Facebook ad, “Yes, I’d like to know what my home is
worth” – usually what I tell people to say in that next moment when you’re sending them an email… Because a lot
of times I do these as what are called “blind ads”. They’re not necessarily saying…
Hey, Pete Mitchell, real estate professional, is going to give you a home valuation.
It’s like…
Would you like to know what your home’s worth?
They say, “Yes, I would.” The email that goes back to them says…
Pete Mitchell is the expert in your area. He’s going to reach out to you so we can find out exactly the
uniqueness of your home so we can give you a true and reliable home valuation.
So, I am going to use that and it’s just a matter of when do I use it. If I’m a month later from these leads and I email
that, it’s a little bit awkward. But if I say…
There have been changes in the market. Because of recent sales, would you like an updated home
valuation?
If they reply back “Yes” to that, now it’s like giving me permission to go…
Great. I want to make sure that I get you an accurate number and not just some computer-generated thing.
I’m going to need to find out a little bit about your home.
So it’s that we’ve got to get them to ask for it first, and now we can come back with…
This is why I need to talk to you. I need to actually find out what’s going on with your home, what have
you done to it, what are the improvements, things like that, so I can get you an accurate number.
And then people understand that.
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Nancy: Okay, thank you so much. And for the next question, I think I’m actually going to take it offline.
Debbie: Okay, perfect. And feel free to email us direct.
Nancy: Okay, thank you.
Angela: Hi, this is Angela Williams. Hi, Pete and Debbie, and everyone that’s here. I got stuck while doing the
first module. I’ve sent Pete the email, I was the one who sent you the email regarding the business versus the
regular Facebook page. And I was trying to figure out which one was going to be seen by people, because it looked
like they had to go out onto the business page.
Pete: Yeah, they’ll both be seen by people. So here was the question, guys. When you set up your
Business.Facebook.com account, and then it asks what business page are you tying this to – if you’ve already got a
business page and you tell them that, all of a sudden for some reason, which no one can figure out, Facebook in its
infinite wisdom has now made that page only accessible to you, not to everyone who views it, but to you, via the
Business.Facebook.com area. So that’s where you go in now to update your page, to change data that’s on there.
It’s still publicly seen by everyone else just as it was before, but because you are the owner of it and you’ve got this
business account, that’s where you’re going to have to go to add posts and update the information on it. It literally
makes no sense, but just know yes, the public can see it, and you can usually find it by just going to Facebook and in
the search bar typing in the name of your page. And it should come up, and you’ll see it that they can see it.
Angela: Okay, but I guess my concern is that the other page that I have that is showing up – a better way of
describing it, in the blue section of Facebook, the regular Facebook – is that the one that I need to put all of my
information in, as far as the marketing that I want to do, versus putting it in the one that’s in the business manager
site?
Pete: It doesn’t matter which one you want to use, and that’s part of the reason why it’s stupid that Facebook has
even made it complicated like this and put one page one way and another page another way. I have I don’t even
know how many pages, and they’re all over the place. I can run ads on any one of those pages. So you can say the
one that’s on the blue side of Facebook – you’re using that term – if you want to use that as your primary page, go
for it, you can. Facebook’s not going to stop you from doing that.
We just need to add that to our ad account, which we’ve got videos that show you how we add that page, so that way
we can run the ad using that as our page. It doesn’t matter to Facebook; you can use either one of them. The only
thing that that does, that change that Facebook did, is literally if you’re going to start running organic posts, like…
Hey, I got a __________ this Saturday. Come on down to it.
If you’re going to put it on that one page, it’s now under the Business.Facebook.com side, you’re just going to have
to log in that way to add it there.
Angela: Okay. If I have people like the page, then people will eventually see the page.
Pete: Yeah, yeah.
Angela: Okay. I do have another question really quick. You guys changed it, but when I first logged in, I was
asked if I wanted to fill out information where I could be a part of the Elite Agents. But it tells me I don’t have
access to it; it says something about my level.
Pete: Send us an email and we’ll make sure that that gets added to you. It should be unlocked for you, but send us
an email and we’ll see what the problem is on our side.
Debbie: And Pete, we won’t waste time on it on this call, but if she’s an Inner Circle member but not in the private
coaching… So if she is paying for Inner Circle… Because the private coaching clients of course get the Inner Circle
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for free, but if she purchased Inner Circle and is not in private coaching, then I don’t think she has access to the Elite
Agents Online.
Pete: No, she will.
Debbie: She will? Okay, got it. Okay, just making sure.
Angela: Thank you so much.
Pete: Yeah, no problem.
Nancy: Hey Pete.
Pete: Yes.
Nancy: This is Nancy. This maybe be sort of an odd call, but some of my old clients, past clients, which I’ve lost
touch with, I don’t have an email, or maybe even for some new people. Is there any place you can get emails or find
out what they are?
Debbie: Hey Pete, let me jump in there. Taylor, didn’t we hear David Glanzrock say that the title companies… And
I know some of you are from out of state, so it won’t apply everywhere, but in California I think you might have to
pay $0.05 a name or something. But didn’t he say they could get email addresses in some cases?
Taylor: He said that they could get phone numbers. I think they can get email addresses, they might be able to in
some cases. If you want to reach out to David, I know he’d be happy to answer any of your guys’ questions on that.
His email is davidg@fnf.com.
Debbie: And Pete, I’ll go ahead and let you answer if there’s another resource.
Pete: No, I was just going to say the toughest part with that – because I have seen different services that offer that –
the toughest part is people change their email so frequently and have so many that to me that’s just really tough. If
you have their cell phone number, that would be awesome.
Debbie: Yeah. Would it be possible to text them on the texting platform, and say…
I’ve got some great bulletins I want to send you electronically. Need to update your email. Can you please
text it back to me?
Obviously we all know they’re not all going to answer you, but if you did that on a text and then maybe did it on a
sly broadcast… And then of course if you’re cycling through making your five client calls a day, make that one of
your pieces to ask for. And just do this methodically to gather it.
Nancy: Great idea, thank you.
Pete: Yeah, that’s the best idea yet.
Debbie: Well, that’s why I’m the boss. (Laughing.) I’m kidding, kind of. That’s the High D.
Liana: This is Liana. Can you guys hear me?
Debbie: Hi Liana, absolutely.
Liana: Hi. I’m curious with the Facebook – there is a thing that says you can upgrade to Pro. Is it worth it?
Pete: On which Facebook?
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Liana: On my business page. So when I go to the backend of my Facebook, it says you can upgrade to Facebook
Pro. And it says here…
Become a Directory Pro member, receive a professionally designed Facebook page and private referrals,
discounts and more.
I don’t know. Have you ever heard of that?
Pete: I will definitely look into that. That could be a new service that they’re offering that I’m not familiar with, so
I’ll definitely take a look at that.
Liana: Well, it’s through Real Estate Agent Directory. I don’t know. It’s like $49.80 for the year.
Pete: So this is another service provided by someone other than Facebook.
Liana: Yeah, but it’s weird because it was in my business page. I’m not sure how it even got there.
Pete: They’re probably advertising to you. And what we’re giving you in the training, you can just do it yourself.
Liana: Okay. I already have a Facebook page, yeah.
Pete: Yeah, then I wouldn’t even worry about it.
Liana: Okay, thanks. And then on the sample letters and stuff, each sample letter we have to download and then
send it off in whenever our CRM that we have? Is that correct?
Pete: Yeah, for the emails?
Liana: Mm-hmm.
Pete: Yup.
Liana: Okay, so then each week… I only see one template, so that’s the first one?
Pete: Correct.
Liana: Or are there more?
Pete: Yeah, so each week we’ll be providing you a new one.
Liana: Okay. And then on the samples scripts that you guys have, those videos for scripts?
Debbie: They’re just printed. Right, Pete? They’re just text.
Pete: Yeah, they’re just text.
Liana: Okay, so it’s interesting, because when I try to download them and look at what it is, I can’t open it. It
almost goes into like a video.
Pete: Which one specifically are you talking about?
Liana: DeGroteScriptBook.zip folder.
Debbie: That’s the big 80 pages of scripts. That’s because they have a matching audio download. So, each of the
scripts, guys, that are in the big script book, the 80 pages, each script has a matching audio track. That way you can
download the ones you like or need, and listen to them when you’re driving, working out, whatever. And Samantha
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can totally help you with that if you get stuck on that.
Liana: Okay, perfect. And then lead generation post card – it’s got this 800 number – is that just a sample, or what
was that all about?
Pete: Yeah, that’s a sample, and you can set up your own number, whether it’s an 800 number or a local number.
You can set up your own under the SMS Conversations program, or you can put your cellphone in there, whatever
you want. The key is the verbiage. We’re telling people…
If you want this consumer guide, then call this 24-hour free recorded message, the 24-hour voicemail
hotline.
We want people to believe that that number – they’re not going to have to talk to someone. That’s the key to that
number, is we’ve got to get them to actually call it. But if it’s like, “Hey, call me at…”, then they go…
Oh no, now I’ve got to talk to Pete and he’s going to sell me something. I’m not ready for that yet.
So the verbiage is more important. And then you put in whatever number you’re going to use. You can get an 800
number with SMS Conversations, you can use a local number with SMS Conversations, it can be same one that you
use as your texting number with SMS Conversations. Or if you use your own cellphone, I would just make sure that
it’s very clear, “This is my 24-hour free voicemail hotline.” And if you happen to answer it, then so be it, but at
least you told them it was a free voicemail hotline.
Liana: Okay. And then the SMS Conversations information is on that site, so we have to create an account to do
that.
Pete: Right, you’re just going to fill that out, because what that does is that tells the SMS Conversations program to
generate an account. You’ll get an email, it’s going to have a link to all the videos. Again, all of the video
instructions are on Support.SMSConversations.com. And if you run into any problems, just email me. We’ll figure
out whatever issue you’ve got, what do we have to do to fix that to make it easier for you.
Liana: Okay. And then do you recommend a good CRM?
Debbie: I’ll jump in there, Pete. So on that, guys, again – you all have different needs. I know that, but I’ll just give
you a quick rundown. Top Producer is still out there; it’s been out there forever. I used to use it, my husband Don
still uses it. It’s got a little unwieldy, it’s a little old, and from what I hear – I’m not an expert – they kind of bandaid
it. But it’s not bad; he uses it, it’s fine. He probably only uses the tip of the iceberg. One that’s pretty popular, if
your needs are rather – when I use the word “simple”, I just mean you’re not doing any crazy, wild things – is Wise
Agent. I don’t know the cost of Top Producer anymore. I don’t remember; I think it’s like $99, something like that.
Liana: If you have more than one user, something like that, yeah.
Debbie: Right. Wise Agent is $24 a month. There is no contract, so it’s month to month. There is no upfront fee. I
did start out with Wise Agent when I first launched my company and then quickly realized with the charging
backend Pete moved me over to Infusionsoft, which really most of you guys don’t need. It’s much different than
you’d probably want.
But Wise Agent was easy to use, and they were very helpful; small company. And when I left them, it was very
easy to export the data out of it, super simple. So that’s kind of a popular one. I hear people talk a lot about
Contactually, but then they sometimes complain that Contactually is great for email but not always great for
everything else. And then Alyssa – one of our coaches, who is very CRM savvy – she often talks about one called
Follow Up Boss.
Liana: I’ve heard about that one, yeah.
Debbie: Yeah. That one costs more than Wise Agent, but I think it might have more help for you, in terms of the
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transaction management portion of it. So, there are so many of them. I think the main thing though is, you want to
be able to put your people in groups, you want to be able to email them, you want to be able to send them videos,
you want to be able to set your callback plans and gather your notes. If it gets too complicated, you probably won’t
use it.
And the one that I would stay the heck away from, unless you have a tech genius on board, is Salesforce. That’s the
monster, and it’s expensive, and it’s customizable. I have a great team that does $300 million in volume a year. It
took their tech guy, their company’s tech guy and the consultants from Salesforce two years to customize it. And
then their people won’t use it because it’s too tough. So, just get something that’s very user-friendly.
Liana: Okay. Does Follow Up Boss do a website or just the CRM?
Debbie: I don’t know that. I will throw out a resource, and then, Pete, maybe you can give them some tips on
website. Don came across a company Mopro. And they’re in Orange County, they did his website. Taylor, how
much did that cost?
Taylor: I think the initial setup fee… Gosh, it was a while ago. I want to say…
Debbie: $300?
Taylor: Maybe a little bit more, maybe $500. But then the monthly fee on it is only $90 a month or something.
And they’ll update when he has new listings. He sends it to them and they deal with getting it on the website.
Debbie: Yeah, because he’s like most of you guys – he doesn’t want to deal with it. Doesn’t want to touch it. And
it’s fine. Is it like a fabulous website that you’d spend $25,000 to design? No, but it’s fine. And they would add
more things if he wanted to add more things to it. Tay, if they wanted to check that out, what’s his web address?
Taylor: It’s DeGrote.com.
Liana: And he uses Mopro?
Debbie: That’s the company that builds it and does the monthly service for him, Mopro. And he’s been happy.
He’s had them for how long, Tay? A year?
Taylor: Probably two now.
Debbie: Yeah, probably two. Pete, any other thoughts on websites you can give them, because that is a great source
of anxiety? And as you know, before I met you, I hired a company, I spent like $60,000 custom website, then found
out it was nothing more than a WordPress website that didn’t actually even do anything. And didn’t even look
pretty. What really insulted me, guys, is they built out my website and on my website homepage they have this
blond girl at a chalkboard directing the room, and I’m like, “Who the hell is that?” (Laughing.) So Pete, anything on
websites for them?
Pete: The key thing to keep in mind, guys… I like the idea of the Empro one, because the reality is in today’s day
and age you’re probably going to be changing your website annually, or it starts to look dated. It may not be dated
today, but a year from now, the world has changed, technology has changed, the way websites look has changed,
and you’re still on the old system. So, one of the things that I’ve said before that had I had to do over again all of
the websites that I used to do, I would’ve just told people…
Look, we’re setting you up on an annual plan. You need to get used to the idea that every year we’re going
to have to re-do your website.
Because at the time I was like everyone else, I’m thinking it’s a one-and-done type thing. It should not, so I like the
idea of the Empro. Is that what it’s called, Empro?
Debbie: Mopro.
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Pete: Mopro. Because you can update it and things like that. And that’s just kind of what you’re going to have to
do to stay current.
Debbie: Tay, let’s get Mopro on a podcast with me, and then what we’re going to do for you guys is we’re going to
try to… If we know of a great vendor and we think it might be of interest to you and it’s a super bargain, we’ll
interview them and I’ll just ask all the questions you probably want to ask. And then we’ll put that in our monthly
Inner Circle newsletter, or on OneDrive or whatever, and that way you guys can get the quick down and dirty to see
if you’d want to go any further. Which by the way, Taylor went over yesterday and spent an hour with Andrew
Soss. Those of you who were at the event, you heard Andrew, who’s a lender with Benchmark Mortgage, but he is
a wizard at getting online reviews and working all those different platforms.
So if you want to check him out, just so you can see what he does – Andrew Soss at Benchmark Mortgage. And you
can look him up on Yelp, look him up on Zillow, and see how he does his, but he has some outstanding tips. Tay
interviewed him, and we’re getting that transcribed and that’s going to be in the first edition of the Inner Circle
newsletter, which is going to be like 20 to 50 pages long. And coaches are contributing content, so we already have
some great stuff. So Tay, let’s get a Mopro interview going and then we’ll get that in there for them.
Liana: Okay. My last question, from Liana, is landing page. Where did I see that? Where were you talking about
that? I can’t remember.
Pete: That’s going to be when you are on the website. Let me actually go over here to the website. Under the Inner
Circle dropdown you go over to “Current Marketing Pieces”, and then we’ve got “First-time Homebuyer,
“Downsize the Right Way”, “Move Up Buyers” – any one of those three. You’re going to click on whichever one
you’re looking for a landing page for, and then down at the very bottom of the screen where it says “Landing Page
Template”, in that text on the right it says if you can do it yourself, there’s the Leadpages.net template. If you want
to request it, it says it right there in the middle if you don’t have a Leadpages.net account and would like us to set up
your landing page for you, you request your landing page here. That’s a link to a form, so we can get all the
information we need to get it set up.
Liana: Okay, so I have a couple of domains – I’ve got my LianaNorman.com and I’ve got BuyAndSell.oc.com.
Are these what you’re talking about, domains, or are you talking about GoDaddy?
Pete: You probably want one specifically for whatever marketing piece you’re sending out. You usually want to
have a specific landing page for that. So, if we’re offering these guides what would make a lot of sense is,
DownsizeInRossmoor.com, DownsizeInLakewood.com, MoveUpInLA.com. Buy that domain name or tell us what
you want us to buy and if it’s available we’ll buy it for you and just charge you the $15.
And that’s usually what you want for the landing page. So it’s specific to the guide. We don’t want anything else
on it, we don’t want your main web information. On a landing page you want people to do one of two things: Give
you their information or leave. Nothing else. We’re not going to confuse you. It’s really simple: You want the
guide that we were advertising to you about downsizing the right way? Give us your information. That’s what a
landing page is designed to do.
Liana: Okay. That’s a tough one. Okay, thanks for that.
Pete: No problem. Any other questions from anyone, go ahead and ask it. You can unmute yourself by hitting *6.
Otherwise I do have a couple of questions here that were emailed in that I want to make sure that I get to. So let me
go ahead and address this one. Let’s see here; actually I’m going to come back to that one.
Emily: I’ve got a quick question, if anybody can hear me. This is Emily from Rossmoor. Hi Pete.
Pete: How are you doing?
Debbie: Hi Emily.
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Pete: Emily keeps saying, “Stop using Rossmoor as an example.” (Laughing.)
Emily: Stop using it as an example. Alright, so I listened to all the different CRM opinions and I just heard too
many. Do we have a sense as yet on what might be the easiest thing to use but still does…
Debbie: Wise Agent. I’d say Wise Agent. Yeah, for the lowest price, easiest to use, I’d say that one.
Emily: Okie-dokie, that is all. I will mute myself again. Okay, bye.
Pete: Let’s see here…
I have many leads from ReboGateway, Facebook ads and a monthly email newsletter I send out. I might be
jumping the gun here, but I’d like to learn to act on these leads right now. Two of them listed with other
agents. What is the best way for me to make sure that I get to the table before I lose any of my other lead
conversions to other agents?
Debbie, do you have any thoughts on that?
Debbie: Go over that one more time, Pete, because I was reading an email somebody was sending in. So go ahead.
Pete: Sure…
I have many leads from ReboGateway, Facebook ads and a monthly newsletter. I’m losing some of these
to other agents. What’s the best way for me to make sure I get to the table before I lose any of my lead
conversions to other agents?
Debbie: Well, my answer on that would be, much more frequent follow-up than you’re probably comfortable doing.
I find that most agents that we talk to, they hesitate, they’re like, “Ah, I don’t want to bother them.” But let me ask
you guys – how much did I bother you to get you here? I mean you have to, right? You’ve got to cut in half what
they say, call them, text them, email them. I mean we don’t want to get arrested for stalking, but you probably need
to intensify the frequency, and then the variety of the follow-up.
But one tip I would share with you guys, when you feel like you have a really valid prospect – and let’s talk about a
seller prospect, and you just feel they’re really good, they are going to sell in 60, 90 days – my thing was, I always
tried to go meet them. I would say…
I’m so excited that we met on the phone and we’re going to follow up and I’m going to stay in touch. I
appreciate that you’ve expressed an interest in meeting with me when you’re ready. I’m going to be in
your neighborhood in and out a lot this week. Why don’t I drop off just a little bio, little info about me?
I’d just like to take five minutes at the door and say “Hello”. I don’t need to come in, unless you want to
show me the home, and if you do, then I’ll be happy to take notes so I’m ready for you 60, 90 days from
now.
Because I was so frustrated when Top Producer was first born and I was super excited about it and I had 900
prospects in there. Not past clients, but prospects. And I would mail to them, call them. They even knew my voice
before I said my name. And then they’d list with someone else, and it was always someone they had met face-toface. So I started taking my hotter people and just making a point to try to go see them eyeball-to-eyeball, and that
made a huge, huge, huge difference in my conversion. So, I don’t know if that kind of answers the question, guys,
or not.
Pete: I think it does. I think it was the way that you started out too, Debbie, which is you probably have to do way
more follow-up than you’re comfortable doing, is such a reality. And we will talk about follow-up a lot in Week 6
of the Facebook training. That’s where we really talk about the follow-up. But yeah, it really does take a lot of
follow-up. In fact, guys, if you do the lead generation post cards and someone either calls in or goes to your landing
page and says, “I want that guide on downsizing” – the first thing you need to do is you’re going to call them, and
within five minutes of that lead coming in you’re going to call them. And this is what I’d say…
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Hi, this is Pete Mitchell. I know you just requested our “Downsizing” guide. I want to make sure we get
this in the mail to you right away, and before we send it out I just want to confirm your address.
So I’m using the “I’m going to confirm your address” as my excuse for the call. And then of course we verify the
address. And you’d be surprised at how many times it is really hard to hear people’s voicemail. They’ve got
accents, they’ve got this, that or the next thing, and kids crying in the background, whatever. So a lot of times you
are going to have to call them anyway, but you want to do that within that first five minutes. And then my follow-up
to that is…
Great, perfect. We’re going to get that in the mail to you right away, but I also want to make sure that we
include all the right information that is applicable to you. Can you tell me a little bit about your situation?
Because what I’m trying to do is I’m trying to get them to open up and start talking to me about what they are
thinking about doing – are they thinking about downsizing, do I need to go over there tonight? Is this down the line,
or they’re trying to talk their spouse into downsizing? What is it? I need to find that out. Then you’re going to mail
out that guide to them that we’ve given you. Then you’re going to call them when you figure the day after they
should’ve gotten it. So if you mailed it on a Monday, they probably got it by Wednesday, you’re calling them on
Thursday. Now on Thursday you’re going to call them up and you’re going to say…
This is Pete. I know you requested our “Downsizing” guide. We’ve mailed that out to you. I just wanted
to make sure you got it, and answer any questions that you might have.
99% of the time they’re going to say “I didn’t get it” or, “I haven’t read it yet.” Either way, I don’t really care
because I know going into it that’s what they’re going to say…
Great, maybe I can just answer your questions for you, now that I’m here on the line. Tell me a little bit
about your situation.
Again, I’m going to try and open them up and start going with them right then. If I can’t get a hold of them, I’m
going to text them…
This is Pete. I just wanted to make sure that you got the guide. Let me know if I need to re-send it.
Whatever. If I don’t hear back from them, again, 10 days after I mailed that original guide, I’m going to mail it
again. Ten days after that, I’m going to mail it again. Each time I’m doing that mail, call, text flow. And just like
Debbie said, you’re going to be doing way more follow-up than probably you’re comfortable with. However, once
you start seeing the results from it, you’re going to be like…
Okay, I make money when I do this follow-up. I’m going to keep this up.
And as Debbie would say – and I know she would say this because she said this so many times – maybe you want to
do a drop-by. Right, Debbie? Maybe they just want to drive on over there and hand-deliver the report or start
talking to them, find out what they’re thinking.
Debbie: Well, Zig Ziglar used to always say, “Timid sales people have skinny kids.”
Pete: Exactly.
Debbie: Or I guess you could say skinny checkbooks. So guys, you’ve got to look at it this way: You’ve got
nothing to lose. Go for it. You think they’re a great lead – if you are timid, then you are probably going to lose
them.
Pete: Yeah. Another question I have here is…
How can I leverage my designation?
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One of the things that I’d say about your designation is if you worked really hard and have one of those – that’s
awesome, that’s great. Here’s one of the things you’ve got to understand though. There are three stages to the
selling cycle: There’s the before the sale, during the sale, after the sale. Before the sale is before you even know that
person is thinking about selling their home. We’ve got to get them to raise their hand – that’s why we do the lead
generation post cards. We’re going to enter the conversation going on in their mind. The conversation going on in
their mind is not usually…
Gosh, I really need to find a real estate professional who’s got a designation.
That’s not the conversation going on in their mind. So we’re going to lead with the conversation that’s going on in
their mind, which is…
How do I downsize my home without getting stuck with two mortgage payments, or worse, being
homeless?
So we’re going to lead with that. Now once they’ve raised their hand and said they want that information, and we’re
sending it out to them, now we can start to brand to them, now we can start using our designation and say…
Here’s why you might want a real estate professional with this designation.
So, it’s going to be one of those things that help us after they’ve raised their hand. So the time to use designations,
and not just use it but really explain to people what’s important about it, why they might want to look for somebody
with it – it’s after they’ve raised their hand. If you’re trying to use your designation in the before stage, you’re
trying to take the conversation in your head and forcing that on them, but that’s not the conversation in their head
yet.
So, it’s all about timing. You’ve just got to get them to raise their hand – now we want to start talking about that
stuff and sharing with them our designations and our accolades, awards that we’ve won. They’re not going to care
about it before they’ve raised their hand, and then we won’t start talking about it.
This one, I got a bunch of questions here on Facebook specifically…
I’m trying to go after absentee owners, more specifically owners that live outside of Orange County. I have
a Facebook business page, branded to my name.
It’s this person’s name, real estate consultant.
And then a non-branded one that says Orange County Real Estate Investor Guide. Which do you think
would be more successful to get seller leads?
So if you’re running ads and you’re trying to decide which page you’re going to use, I would probably take the word
“guide” off of Orange County Real Estate Investor, for that page. I would just leave it as Orange County Real Estate
Investor, or even Orange County Real Estate Investing, and let that be the name of the page. And I would probably
start running ads under that, because it’s non-branded. It’s really going to be speaking more to people.
If you’re going after absentee owners, you are going to need to have a list, hopefully with phone numbers and email
addresses, again, that you can upload to Facebook and run your ads to them, otherwise it’s going to be really
difficult to use Facebook’s targeting to target absentee owners without some sort of a list. I haven’t found on
Facebook a good list or a good way to know they own a home in Orange County, but they live in Nevada, or they
live in Connecticut. There isn’t a way on Facebook that I know of to be able to do that yet.
So yeah, you’re going to want a list, you’re going to want to upload it. And again, I would do the non-branded. I
would do Orange County Real Estate Investing or Orange County Real Estate Investor or something like that as the
one that I run the ads under.
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Another question here…
I have phone numbers for 10 cities within the county. Should I make 10 pages, one specific to each city, or
can I just use the county? Is that good enough?
Personally for me, unless you want to start running 10 pages, which just sounds like a boatload of work that I
wouldn’t want to do, as long as people see themselves and they can relate to it being a county. Like people in
Orange County, we would say, “I live in Orange County.” It’s even more common for us to tell people “I live in
Orange County” than the city itself. If you’re in an area where no one really sees themselves as the county, they see
themselves as the subgroup – I’m just going to use this as an example, even though it’s a bad example – “I live in
Mission Viejo”. If they would be like, “No, I live in Mission Viejo. Not Orange County, in Mission Viejo”, then
you would want the page, you would want several pages. If you’re going to focus on several cities you would want
the page being branded to the city.
So really, again, it’s what’s that conversation going on in their mind? If they see themselves as someone who lives
in Orange County, which would make sense for where we are, because there are literally so many cities around us,
it’s like…
I live in Orange County. Great, I get it. You specialize in real estate in Orange County? Perfect, that’s
what I’m looking for.
I would do that. The other way that I would do 10 pages, one for each city, is only if I had a team, where I could
assign…
Okay, you’re now in charge of Costa Mesa, you’re now in charge of Fountain Valley, you’re now in charge
of Long Beach, you’re now in charge of whatever.
That’s the only way I would do 10; otherwise you’re literally going to go crazy with that many pages, that many ads
that you’re running, that much everything. You’ve got to make your life simple or you won’t do this stuff. So
unless you can assign it to other team members, I would go with the county myself.
Let’s see here, another question. I’m going to hit on this one…
I’m currently at $1.41 per like with 32 likes, which is high. Is there any way to bring that number down?
I’ve already invited my friends and family to like the page.
There is a great strategy in a PDF on Module 1. It’s “How to get 10,000 likes” or something like that, is I called it.
I’ll do it all the time over the weekend if I’m starting a new page, and I’ll get 5,000 to 10,000 likes. Usually costs
me about $0.01 a like. So that strategy is in a PDF there. But let me go into a great idea that you could do, and this
is one that I saw. Actually one of Debbie’s clients, she had me coach with this person and it was a brilliant idea that
she did, and I loved it. I think you can take this and use the same idea for your page.
She’s got, again, a non-branded page. It’s just about the county that she’s in. And what she did to start this whole
thing up, and now she’s got about 7,000 likes on her page, is she did 30 days of the Golden Gate Bridge, because
she’s in Marin County, and it’s part of where the Golden Gate Bridge is. 30 days of the Golden Gate. So here’s the
strategy: Every day she put up a new picture, and what it did is, everyone in that area was like, “We live near the
Golden Gate”, and they would start sharing that picture.
And so she has her cover image, 30 days of the Golden Gate, and each day she’s putting up a new picture – a new
viewpoint of it, from on the bridge, under the bridge, looking at the bride from one side… She did all these great
pictures. You could do that same strategy for something in your area. If you’re in St. Louis, maybe it’s 30 days of
the Arch. If you’re in Orange County, there are so many things you could do in Orange County. You could do 30
days of the beach, you could do 30 days at Disneyland. This weekend go to Disneyland, take pictures – not of the
people – but of the cool stuff in Disneyland. 30 days of Disneyland, 30 days of Knott’s Berry Farm, 30 days of
whatever. 30 days of the river, 30 days of the lake.
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What is the thing in your community that everyone identifies and goes, “Yeah, that’s my community, that’s where I
live”? And you could do that same strategy, “30 days of that”, and each day you’re putting it out there, you’re
sharing it, people are going to start sharing it themselves. And again, you’re going to be bringing back likes to your
page. So it’s just another really cool strategy that you could implement. Again, that’s going to be free likes; those
aren’t usually going to cost you anything, unless you’re promoting those pictures and things like that.
Last Facebook question here from this particular person… My goal is to load of 10 cities into Facebook and do more
target marketing. I’m assuming 60% of my numbers are cellphones. Would that be effective? Best thing to do if
you’ve got a list of phone numbers and you think you can make a custom audience with it, upload to Facebook and
find out. People will put all kinds of different numbers and it doesn’t necessarily have to be a cellphone. They
might have a landline registered with Facebook. And so if you upload that into custom audiences…
If you don’t understand the custom audience thing yet, don’t worry – we actually get to that I think in Week 4 or
Week 5, something like that. So we’re just not there yet; you’ll get that. We’re going to walk you through the
whole strategy on how to upload your database, or databases that you buy. But I would upload cellphones, I would
upload email addresses – those are the two main things that Facebook will take that they’re going to have the best
shot of seeing if they’ve got a cross reference in their database. So yeah, will it be effective? You’ll know after you
do it. So, just do it and find out.
Another question that we got here, Debbie. This came in this morning…
What’s the best day and time to post on your personal Facebook page?
So if you’re posting on your personal Facebook page and you’re making a point you’re going to post every day to
this, I would do it right when people get off work, around 5:30 to 6:00 o’clock on average. So you’ve got to think,
when are people in your market hitting Facebook? Well, it’s not usually during the day, because they’re at work
during the day, unless most of the people you work with are working a swinging shift. Then maybe it would be
during the day.
Otherwise you’ve got to think, when are they going to be hitting Facebook? They’re going to be hitting it when
they’re off work or they’re going to be hitting it on their lunch break. And so those are the two times that I would
do it. The third time that I would do it would be first thing in the morning, between 7:00 and 8:00 o’clock. Some
people are going to check Facebook before they go into work. So if you’re doing personal posts, that’s when I’d do
it.
If it was a business post, I honestly don’t know that I would waste my time doing it too much on the business.
Facebook has basically told us anything you post on your business page pretty much no one’s going to see it. They
want you running ads, they’re all about the money at this point, and you just need to know that that’s what they
want, when it comes to your business page here.
And let’s see here. This is someone who is a marketer after my own heart…
I’m currently working with TORCHx on a website, which is supposed to have a CRM, but the more I play
with the backend of the site, the more I realize it’s merely for lead capture and nurturing, which is fine. But
I need a CRM that would integrate with my Gmail account. In my Gmail account I have all my clients
groups as active buyers, buyers, seller leads, sellers and past clients.
This is why this is someone who is after my own heart – they’ve actually got their list broken out like that. I’m like
in heaven when I hear that. Do we know of a good CRM? We’ve already talked about the CRMs. You have over
1,500 past clients. Yeah, go through Wise Agent or if you want to go with more advanced, go for Top Producer.
Debbie’s already talked about that. I love the fact that you’ve already got everything broken out in your Gmail –
that’s awesome. You could take the Instant Client Goldmine Strategy and start using that right away in Gmail. You
know they’re sellers, you know they’re seller leads – just take the Instant Client Goldmine Strategy and send that
email. And that’ll work for you.
And those are the questions that I had emailed in. Debbie, any final questions, comments, thoughts you want to
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share?
Debbie: No, I just want them to enjoy it, and just remember, how do you eat an elephant? One bite at a time. Right,
guys? So pick the piece that’s the most exciting to you and if you just implemented one small piece a week, by the
end of the year you would have a whole different set of systems and campaigns and new knowledge. I was giving
Don a hard time, Pete. He’s like, “I don’t want to do that.” I said…
Well, guess what? You don’t have a choice, because if you don’t stay current, you will become a dinosaur.
But that doesn’t mean, guys, that you have to be an expert at it. That’s why we’ve got Pete here to help, and we’re
going to try to have as many done-for-you things, and we’re definitely open to watching. We’re going to create this
around the changes in the market and also the things that you’re struggling with or asking for, which is really how
this was born – the coaches coming to me saying, “Wow, they need help, they need help, they need help.” And so
we thought, “Okay, let’s do this. Let’s put this together.”
So, guys, I’m not saying this so you’ll say “Yay, Debbie.” I’m saying this to show you how serious I am. For me to
bring Pete on to do this, even though if you are a private coaching client you now have it for free, but it’s not free to
me. I am paying Pete per coaching client to have you part of this program. That’s how important I think it is. So
please, find some good things to use. If you are an Inner Circle member and you’ve joined us as an Inner Circle,
we’re so happy that you have. And if you decide later, “I should just upgrade to private coaching, because then I get
the whole enchilada” – that’s up to you, but if you choose to do that, we’ll be happy to talk to you. I just really want
you guys to do one thing with this – go make some money. That’s what we’re here to do. Go make some money!
Alright guys, thank you so much, and feel free to keep your questions coming, and will be here to help you.
Pete: Great! Thanks a lot, guys! Appreciate it.
Debbie: Bye bye!
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